The __ area may have waterslides, hot tubs, and maybe fountains
An ocean __ takes passengers from port to port
Cruise ships tend to do __ trips, starting and ending in the same city
Ships that sail near __ can see whales and icebergs
Many ships have formal and casual dining rooms, as well as ___-style
Cruise with Mickey and Minnie on the __ Cruise Line
Cruise ships are basically floating __
Cruise ships are known for __ rather than speed
Cozumel, __ is one of the top ports of call
___ in the Bahamas is a popular port of call
___ are usually only open when the ship is in international waters
The __ center is available for working out
Norwegian Cruise Line is based out of this US state
Carnival Corp. owns both Carnival Cruise Line & ___ American Line
___ are for hanging out and visiting with people, or watching TV
Some rooms may come with a private __ to enjoy the ocean view
Live music and ___-style shows are standard entertainment
The ____ was a TV series from 1977 to 1987 about a cruise ship
Spas are available for ___ and facials
The Royal __ Cruise line has over 20 ships in its fleet
Forgot a book? Many ships have ___ available for bookworms
The Mauretania, ___ and Queen Mary were part of the Cunard Line
The Titanic was designed as a transatlantic ___ ship
The ___ Line built and sailed the Titanic, Olympic, and Britannic
Some ships have multiple ___ for evening entertainment and dancing
___ is a stereotypical game to play on a cruise ship deck
___ is a major port city on the south coast of England
The Caribbean and ___ Seas are the two most popular cruise locations
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